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About Dam time 

Speaking in response to the report released from the CSIRO about the potential for dam building in 

the North of Australia, Senator Fraser Anning expressed support for a move in the right direction.  

Senator Fraser Anning, the new Katter’s Australian Party Senator for Queensland, has been calling 

for dams in North Queensland and water for the inland since his first week in the Senate is pleased 

that there is now some action in this area.  

Senator Anning has been very vocal in advocating for the Bradfield scheme which would see dams 

built on the Tully, Herbert and Burdekin rivers including Hells Gate Dam, and with Hydro power 

generators. As part of this Scheme water from these dams would then be diverted to the west of the 

Great Divide into rivers and canals to irrigate the dry inland. This would be the biggest nation 

building project Australia has ever seen, dwarfing the Snowy River Scheme. This would ensure our 

food security for generations to come as well as providing food for many hundreds of thousands of 

people in other countries.  

"Critically however, we need to ensure that all new dams and other infrastructure remain in the 

hands of the Australian public and is not a new source of price gouging as the electricity 

privatization has been. Equally we need to ensure that great nation building infrastructure projects 

like the Bradfield scheme are not snapped up by foreign carpetbaggers," Senator Anning added. 

"The solution is to publicly fund infrastructure. In the case of larger projects such as the Bradfield 

Scheme, this can be achieved by the establishment of a new government Development Bank." 

Senator Fraser Anning continued “It is vitally important that any development is built by Australian 

workers. Nation building projects should not be constructed using cheap foreign labour.” 

“A nation building project like the Bradfield Scheme would be a great initiative to aid in closing the 

gap with Indigenous employment, following the example of Rio Tinto at Weipa, where 27 per cent 

of the workforce are local Aboriginals. A similar target could be aimed for while constructing the 

Bradfield Scheme” commented Senator Anning.  

"The proposed CSIRO recommended Projects are a good start and it is encouraging that the 

government has been listening to me and the people of rural and regional Australia, but this is only 

a small part of what is needed. We need a government Development Bank to move forward," 

Senator Anning concluded. 


